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presence of a man without ber husband's
(or brother's) being present. Although the
problem is seldom mentioned in the
Trottati d'aboco uadilion, which often had
a place for problems in recreational
mathematics, Franci points to numerous
treamlCnts, some with deviant interpret
ations of the Wjealousyw condit;On. and
some with extension to more couples than
three.

T. Levy (pp. 307-326) prescnts a
concise and informative survey (with a
generous bibliography) of medieval malh
emalics in Hebrew in Spain, Provence.
Italy and Byzanlium. Special refererlCC is
made to the translations from Arabic. but
something of the complexity of this rich
tradition is also described.

In B. van Oalen's wlslamic and Chinese
Astronomy under the MongolsW(pp. 327
356) we find a good summary of present
Imowledge of the exchange ofastronomical
ideas between ChiIlCSt: and Islamic
scholars, inter alia in calendrical matters.
Islamic ?,f}es were admirro by the Chinese
astronomers for their accuracy; and several
were translated into Chinese. ChiIlCSt:
influence on Islamic science may be seen,
for insrance, in the establishment of the
Persian solar-lunar calendar. At the end of
the artkle is a section on methods of
investigating relationshlps between tables,
one of van Dalen's specialisms.

M. Bagheri's paper (pp. 357·368) is on
the depression of the horizon, or the
question of how much more of the heaven
does one see because of one's height. He
appends an Arabic text, which he gives
reasons for ascribing to JamshTd al·KishT,
with English translation.

A. Volkov (pp. 369-410) describes the
Vietnamese arilhmetical work Toan phap
da; thanh, a treatise in the Chinese Style
attributed to Luong The Vinh (l5c.). Some
of the problems it contains are on such
Standard mathematical procedures as root

exuaClion or the determination of the areas

of figures, but there are also sections on
land taxation and numerical divination.
Chinese sources are indicated, bUI it is
hard to specify them.

M. Foll:;erts (pp. 411-428) discusses
mathematical problems in three collections
in Regiomontanus' hand (including the
unedited collection in MS P1impton 188).
Some of the problems might be described
as recreational mathematics; others are
algebraic or geometrical. Most have an
Italian origin. Many reappeared in later
German treatises. Thus Regiomontanus,
who spent some years in Italy, may be
seen as an important figure in the
transmission of mathematical ideas from
Italy to cenlral Europe.

The last paper (pp. 429-453) is an
account by D. Pingree of the Sanskrit
renderings of de la Hire's Tabulae
astronomicae in the eighteenth century.
1be first, in verse, was the most popular,
but contained only rules. Only the third
version attempted to give the geometrical
basis. 1be paper describes how the tables
were brought intO Indian culture.

Richard Lorch

S.M. Razaullah Ansari (ed.), History of
Oriental Astronomy. Procudings of the
Joint Discussion-17 at the 2r General
Assembly ofthe Intemational Astronomical
Union, orgallised by tile CO/lum'ssioll 4/
(History of Astronomy), held in Kyoto,
AugUSl 25-26, /997. ASlrophyslcs and
Space Science Library, vol. 274. Kluwer
Academic Publishers. Oordrechtl BoslonJ
London, 2002, XUJ+ 282 pp.

This volume compiles the Proceedings of a
Symposium on Oriental Astronomy (mainly
Chinese, Japanese and Korean, but also
Islamic and Indian) during Medieval arx:l
Modem times. 1be collection contains 19
papers accompanM:d by an introduction
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wrlllen by the editor, a full programme of
Ihe meeting (p. 245), a detailed summary
of the c.\'. of the contributors (pp. 247
259) and a good alphabetical index of
names, tilles of works and sUbjects. Of the
19 papers, four are significant for the
History of Islamic Astronomy:

Benno van Dalen C1slamic Astron
omical Tables in China. The Sources for
the Huihui W, pp. 19-31) and Michio
Yano ("The First Equation Table for
Mercury in the HuiJmi Ii", pp. 3343) are
conducting a joint research project into the
Hui/llI; li or Huihui Ii/o. a Chinese
translation, made in 1382-1383, of an.
Islamic (most probably Iranian) z.fj: the
original Arabic or Persian text seems to
have been preserved in a MS of the library
of the Pulkovo Observatory, described in
1882 by A. Wagner, which was still there
at the time of the fire of 1997 and may
have been destroyed then. This Chinese zij
is the result of the work undenaken in the
Islamic Astronomical Bureau, an institution
founded in 1271 in Peking whose first
direc{Qr was a cenain Zhamaluding
(identified with lamal aI-DIn Mu~ammad

ibn Tahir ibn Mu~ammad al-Zaydi) who
had arrived in China in 1267. To the
materials gathered from the lost Arabic or
Persian source, the Huihui li added the
results of fresh observations, made towards
the end of the thirteenth century, which
included a catalogue of 277 stars with new
coordinates independent of the Ptolemaic
ones. Van Dalen's paper presents a
description of the various sources which
contain information on the Huihui li.
Among them we find the famous zij of al
Sanjufini, completed in 1366 in Tibet and
studied during the last fifteen years by E.S.
Kennedy and B. van Dalen: it includes a
large number of tables in contmon with the
Huihui /i. This work was introduced in
Korea in the first half of the 15'" c. and
two adaptations for its use in this country
were prepared ca. 1430 and in 1442. Other

Chinese sources Contammg information
about the Huihui Ii are much later (17111 _

1811l c.).
Michio Yano's paper describes the

tables of the computation of the planetary
equation of anomaly in the Huihui li,
which have an interesting characteristic,
for they give the equation of anomaly at
the apogee instead of at mean distance
(used in the tradition of the Handy Tables),
a table for the difference of the equation of
anomaly in the apogee and the perigee and,
finally an interpolation function. This
seems to be the same structure as that
found in Kushyar ibn Labban's }tlmf Zlj
(G. van Brununelen, ~Mathematical

Methods in the Tables of Planetary Motion
in Kushyar ibn Labban's }tlmi" Zir,
HistoriaMathematica 25 (1998), 265-280),
as well as in the aforementioned Zfj of al
Sanjufini. It also reminds me strongly of
the technique used by Ibn al-Banna' to
compute the equation of anomaly for
Saturn and Jupiter (see 1. Sams6 and E.
MiI1iis, ~The computation of planetary
longitudes in the zfj of Ibn al-Banna',
Arabic Sciences and Philosophy 8 (1998),
259-286) and it reappears (applied to all
the planets) in the tables of John Vimond
(see my review of Chabiis and Goldstein,
Tile Aljonsine Tables o/Toledo in this issue
of SUllayf). The bulk of Yano's paper
concentrates. however, on the computation
of the equation of the centre for Mercury.
It is well known that the Almagest
separates this equation into two
components: Cl (value of the equation
considering that the centre of the equant
coincides with the centre of the deferent)
and C4 (the correction needed in order to
shift the actual position of the centre of the
equant). The tradition represented by the
Handy Tables gives directly the value of
the equation (q) on the basis that q "= Cl +
C4• Curiously enough the Huihui li gives an
equation of the centre for Mercury that is
not q = Cl + C4, but q = Cl - C4• It is not
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surprising to disco,·er the same feature in
the Sanjufini t.1}, but it is amazing to find
mat exacl1y !he same mistake is to be
found in al-BiriinT's al-Qdmin al-Mar'adf.

The volume also includes two papers
dealing with !he introduction of modern
European astronomy in India: DavKl
Pingree (-Philippe de La Hire at !he Coun
of Jayasimha\ pp. 123-131) and S.M.
Razaullah Ansari rEuropean Astronomy in
Indo-Persian Writings-, pp. 133-144).
Savai Jayasimha 11 or Jay Singh is the well
known maharaja of Amber (1699-1743)
who gathered an important collection of
Sanskrit, Persian and Arabic astronomical
MSS, as well as printed European books.
Among them we find the 1727 Paris reprint
of La Hire's Tabula~ astro"Ofllica~,

brought to him from Portugal in 1730,
among other European books alld
astronomieal inslruments, by the Jesuit
missionary Manuel de Figueredo, who
arrived wi!h a Portuguese asttonomer,
Pedro da Silva. DavKl Pingree's paper
analyses all the infonnalion available about
the influence of !his work in India, which
marks the beginning of the introduction of
European aSlrOnomy in this coumry. La
Hire's tables were cop)od by hand by
Joseph du 80is alld at least two Sanskrit
versions of it were made. Compul3tions of
lunar longitudes made with !hem were
compared to lunar observations made at the
observatory of Jaypur and to positions
calculated with Ulugh Beg's ZIj-i Jadfd
between 1727 and 1737. Discrepancies
between the observed and computed
positions led Jay Singh to ask (1732) for
clarifications, and this led to the arrival
(1734) of twO other Jesuit astronomers
(Fa!hers Boudier and Pons) equipped with
modern astronomical instruments, including
a l7-foot telescope_ A group of Muslim
astronomers, in Jay Singh's court, worked
from !he 1720's on the compilation of the
Persian ZIj-i-MuI!amnuuJ ShtJhf, finished
about 173's. A good pan of this li} is based

on U1ugh Beg's ZIj-i Jadrd but two papers
by Mercier (1984) and van Dalen (2000)
have established that the mean molKin
tables arc the result of an adaptation of
those of La Hire 10 the Muslim calendar.

Ansari's paper completes Pingree's
information during !he second half of the
eighteenth and the first half of the
niocteenth century: it deals with Indian
scientists who came intO contact wi!h the
scholar-administrators of the East India
Company and some of them had the
opportunity to visit England and other
European coulUries and returned with
updated knowledge about the recent
developments ofmodern astronomy. Ansari
summarizes the works of five of these
scientists, most of which have been
preserved in manuscripts in Persian,
wrillen particularly during the first half of
the nineteenth century. It is remarkable to
see that an adequate knowledge of
contemporary aslrOoomy does not imply
the abandownent of the Islamic (and
Hindu) ll'aditions: an author such as Mini
Abli 'filib (l7's2-180's-6), who has a
del3iled knowledge of European aslrOnomy
of the early 19" c., when he deals with
ll'ansilS of Venus and Mercury across the
solar disk, refers to observations of !he
same kiDCI made by Ibn $inl, Ibn B1jja and
Qu!b ai-Din al-Shirlzl. Similarly, Ghulim
!;Iusayn Jawnpliri (1790-1862), who made
observations of Pallas with a telescope in
1826, wrote, in 1818, a book on the
construction and use of the astrolabe.

J. Sams6
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